
InstructionsInstructions::  Simply feed the universal collar through the loop on the end of the  Simply feed the universal collar through the loop on the end of the  
tether.  Next, wrap the collar around the starter toy securely.  You may also installtether.  Next, wrap the collar around the starter toy securely.  You may also install  
the collar on your Pets favorite toys, tennis balls, etc., even an old sock can be installedthe collar on your Pets favorite toys, tennis balls, etc., even an old sock can be installed  
on the universal collar!  on the universal collar!  

WARNING:WARNING:  Chase It is a keep-away game, NOT a TUG TOY or Chew Toy!  NEVER  Chase It is a keep-away game, NOT a TUG TOY or Chew Toy!  NEVER  
over bend the rod after your Pet catches the toy.  Follow the tether to your Pet andover bend the rod after your Pet catches the toy.  Follow the tether to your Pet and  
get them to release the toy.  Damage to the toy WILL occur if you attempt to liftget them to release the toy.  Damage to the toy WILL occur if you attempt to lift  
them like a fish!  NEVER leave Chase It where your Pet can get to it while unattended.them like a fish!  NEVER leave Chase It where your Pet can get to it while unattended.  
The Chase It is so much fun for your Pet that they will chew it up if left alone.  The Chase It is so much fun for your Pet that they will chew it up if left alone.  

Some tips for play action include quickly moving the toy on the ground using a Zig-ZagSome tips for play action include quickly moving the toy on the ground using a Zig-Zag  
motion as your Pet chases the toy.  Make sure to let your Pet win occasionally.  Amotion as your Pet chases the toy.  Make sure to let your Pet win occasionally.  A  
simple 'out' command should be used to get your Pet to release the toy and continuesimple 'out' command should be used to get your Pet to release the toy and continue  
play.  The tether may be shortened to any desired length for indoor play by removingplay.  The tether may be shortened to any desired length for indoor play by removing  
the end cap and wrapping the excess tether around the handle. the end cap and wrapping the excess tether around the handle. 

Tip:  All pets have instinct Prey Drive however, if your pet is not toy motivated, tryTip:  All pets have instinct Prey Drive however, if your pet is not toy motivated, try  
using your Pet's favorite treat on the universal collar first.  Then add the toy with ausing your Pet's favorite treat on the universal collar first.  Then add the toy with a  
treat in the toy's collar.  Soon, you will be able to eliminate the treat and have hourstreat in the toy's collar.  Soon, you will be able to eliminate the treat and have hours  
of fun with your new 'toy motivated' Pet!  *  Play, Train, Exercise!  *of fun with your new 'toy motivated' Pet!  *  Play, Train, Exercise!  *

 GETS YOUR PETS MOVING!

www.ChaseItPetToys.com


